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From the co-creator of the groundbreaking television show Twin Peaks comes an exciting

adventure series with a unique combination of mystery, heart-pounding action, and the

supernatural. Meet your new action-adventure addiction!Will West is careful to live life under

the radar. At his parents' insistence, he's made sure to get mediocre grades and to stay in the

middle of the pack on his cross-country team. Then Will slips up, accidentally scoring off the

charts on a nationwide exam.Now Will is being courted by an exclusive prep school . . . and

followed by men driving black sedans. When Will suddenly loses his parents, he must flee to

the school. There he begins to explore all that he's capable of--physical and mental feats that

should be impossible--and learns that his abilities are connected to a struggle between titanic

forces that has lasted for millennia.



Ebook Tops Reader, “X-Men-type Paranormal Adventure. 4.5 stars, rounded up. This was a

compelling novel, reminding me slightly of X-Men, with hidden powers, baddies pursuing the

main character, and a private school—although this one isn’t exclusively for mutants with

powers. I like how the friendships between Will and his pod-mates developed; Ajay, Nick,

Brooke, and Elise were enjoyable to read about. There were nice reveals and twists, and while

this 500-page book could’ve been whittled down by at least 50 pages, for the most part it kept

its pacing and momentum throughout. It left off somewhat hanging at the end, with some

threads tied up and the rest preparing the reader for the next book in the series. There’s a

small splash of romance for flavor.”

Chani, “I look forward to the Sequel. I really wasn't expecting the kind of atmosphere that this

book ended up presenting.If you are like me then you notice how old it gets when a teenager's

story is solely revolving around their school life drama with a side of extra fantasy. Well fear not,

because this book changes that enough to where you don't even notice. It feels so different

from those cliché novels that it works well with the characters and they don't throw it into your

face so it is easy to forget they are even attending school.-Hooking Action-Once you discover

the suspenseful mystery there is still much conflict so that you don't feel cheated halfway

through the book-Likable characters. They are not all written so that we may connect with them

entirely. They are very much their own souls and I like that difference for once because I am

seeing how someone would react at a viewpoint that I wouldn't know of.-Normally I can predict

at least the main point of an ending but I'm telling I just didn't see this one coming. It was clear

there'd be a sequel so I knew not all the problems would be solved but the twist that happens

is so far from what your mind is revolving around, it's great.”

B. Nommensen, “Superior Quality YA Lit. **Never Any Spoilers**In every way, this book was a

pleasure to read. Mr. Frost can certainly write. In some ways, the plot mechanisms here have

been done elsewhere, but Mr. Frost puts them together in such a way that they seem fresh.

The mystery is intriguing, and unfolds with perfect pacing. There are no over-explanations of

events, but just enough is consistently revealed to keep the reading fresh and exciting. For a

550 page book, this sure went by fast. The action is intense, and short (but not too-short)

chapters keep things rolling throughout the novel. The humor and dialog is also superlative.

For once, an author writes characters that don't try to be funny--their dialog actually is funny

and witty. I found myself using the highlight function on my kindle on a few witticisms that I

need to work into my own conversation. The novel is also appropriately juvenile, with language

that isn't overly coarse but still makes plain the intentions of the speaker. Finally, I wouldn't say

the novel is scary, but there's certainly a few scenes that could make your skin crawl. Really,

this is a perfect read if you are reading for pure enjoyment.”

Russell The Bookworm, “5*! Best YA book I've read in 2016. Will West is a runner and he is

about to need to run for his life. Literally. He gets pulled out of class one day and told he's won

a scholarship to an exclusive boarding school. Enter strange demons, mythical creatures and

a guardian angel, and Will starts to realise that his life is not what it seems.The Paladin

Prophecy is an exciting, engaging YA fantasy and the first in what I have a feeling, will be an

awesome trilogy. For obvious reasons I would rexommend to fans of Harry Potter, but it is worth

noting that the two are completely different.I did get a little confused with the syn-apps and

virtual reality aspect and am still unsure that it for properly, but The Paladin Prophecy is a



definite contender for Best Book of 2016. A very solid 5*.”

Orhan, “Sehr gutes kurzweiliges Buch. Ich habe mir das Buch über Audible im englischen

Original angehört und es war sehr schön und kurzweilig. Natürlich gib es einiges was besser

ist in diesem Genre aber auch viel, viel mehr Mist. Die Story ist gut erzählt und sehr spannend,

ich persönlich würde mir mehr solche Bücher wünschen. Besonders nervig ist es in diesem

Zusammenhang das es bei Audible.de wieder einmal nur das erste Buch gibt und die

Nachfolger gibt es nur bei Audible.com, und bei Audible.com kann man leider kein Mitglied

werden, auch wenn man bereit ist ein Abonement abzuschliessen und dafür zu bezahlen.Das

Buch selbst aber ist absolut empfehlenswert.”

Michal Kalla, “Harry Potter meets Marvel!. Sehr actionreiche Unterhaltung. Liest sich wie ein

Buch zu einem Film. Gut-die Ideen sind alle nicht neu und richtigen Tiefgang hat das ganze

auch nicht. Aber es unterhält gut und ist sehr packend. Sollte es verfilmt werden, würde ich

dafür ins Kino gehen.Anfangs war ich zwar nicht so ganz überzeugt, aber jetzt wüsste ich

schon gerne wie es weiter geht. Werde wohl das nächste bestellen ;-)”

Claudia Bastien, “Very Good!. If you like fantasy, action books, then this is the book for you!I

personally really enjoyed it. I would recommend it to everyone :)”

The book by Mark Frost has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 685 people have provided feedback.
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